DALI
If the town center
feels crowded, make
the trek up the
Cangshan Mountains
for stunning vistas.

PAI
This once remote town
outside of Chiang Mai is no
longer a well-kept secret.
Find locally made batik
fabrics at the markets or
stop by for farm-fresh
food at Om Garden Cafe.

LUANG PRABANG
Backpackers still
flock here, but there’s
charm to spare in
this boutique-dotted
riverside oasis.

VANG VIENG
SOI KHAO SAN,
BANGKOK
Where many backpacker
journeys begin, this
bizarre microcosm of
debauchery has little in
common with its city.

SIEM REAP
Step away from the
slightly rowdy main
drag and check out
local artisans at
Theam’s House.
SIHANOUKVILLE
Still crazy after all
these years, Cambodia’s
seaside town continues
to dodge gentrification.

KOH SAMET
This tiny island contains
both extremes: bucket
bars and fire shows on Tub
Tim, all-villa resorts and
white sands by Ao Wai.

NEGOMBO
These increasingly
upscale shores are
the perfect place
to soak up the sun.

KOH PHI PHI
Blame The Beach. The Leonardo
DiCaprio 2000 film about a
freewheeling hippie community
turned this stunning coral
island into hostel-central.

PHU QUOC
If the Khai Hoan
Fish Sauce
Factory is too
pungent for your
nose, take a day
trip to the An
Thoi Islands.

GEORGE TOWN,
PENANG
Skip the banana
pancakes
outside the
reggae bars and
head straight
for the oyster
omelettes on
Chulia Street.

JE ZPER / DRE AMSTIME.COM

The
Banana
Pancake
Trail

KOH
PHANGAN
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BORACAY

Forget what you’ve read about some of
Southeast Asia’s sketchier spots because
they’re growing up on us. Diana Hubbell takes
a closer look at backpacker destinations, as
they mature from full-moon party mayhem to
upscale sophisticated sanctums.
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“I don’t know how far back this one goes,”
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Asia’s most notorious spots are evolving into the havens of
tranquility they always had the potential to become.
Just take a look at Siem Reap and Luang Prabang. It wasn’t too long
ago that grunge dominated Cambodia’s ancient temple town, though
it’s now filled with cute cafés and boutiques, not to mention an Aman
and a Park Hyatt. And it’s easy to forget that quaint, riverside Luang
Prabang, with its excellent restaurants and quiet, leafy streets, only
recently earned its upscale stripes.
Following in the footsteps of these now-established luxury
destinations, similar coming-of-age tales are unfolding across the
region. The once drugged-out Boracay is now becoming better known
for its beaches and top-tier resorts. Koh Phangan’s Haad Rin beach,
home of the Full Moon (and Black Moon, and Half Moon and every
other kind of moon) party, still teems with glow-in-the-dark painted
bodies, but the rest of the island offers some of the cleanest, greenest
shores left in Thailand. While upscale resorts have been gradually
popping up, they’re working to preserve Phangan’s charm in a
sustainable way. And Vang Vieng? In place of drunken tubing, a
quieter, more conscientious, and far more responsible sort of tourism
has emerged. Slowly but surely, visitors have started giving all of
these once-maligned spots a second look—and I decided it was time I
did too.
That was how my slightly more grown-up self ended up on this
kayaking/caving expedition under the excellent guidance of VLT
Discovery Tours’ Meng. As we paddled our way back to town, we
passed the remnants of the backpacker bars. With the notable
exception of Fluid Bar, a mellow, family-friendly spot decorated with
upcycled salvaged materials, there wasn’t much left, save a few
concrete skeletons. They stood, abandoned, looking for all the world
like the vestiges of a bygone civilization. Ferocious greenery had
already crept over most of them, forcibly restoring the landscape.

V

ang Vieng might be a case study in the power of the
socialist edict. In August of 2012, after 60 Minutes
launched a scathing report and the Australian
government complained, the Lao president and other top
officials finally decided the mounting negative publicity
was too much, and they shut down the town’s seedier side. Hard and
fast. Within less than a week, the bucket-bars had been demolished,
the “magic mushrooms” confiscated, and the party ended.
When I revisited the place, a year on, there were still banana
pancakes, but few 18-year-olds in singlets wandered the streets—
leaving a wholesome space for the local children to play, and their
parents a whole lot happier.
“They loathed the tourists,” says Chris Perkins, a resident of the
town for six years who manages the hostel Pan’s Place. “They walked
around in bikinis. They would sprawl across the road and stop traffic.
There were fights. Stuff got smashed. It was absolute chaos.” Despite
the obvious loss of income, few locals were sad to see the tubing go.
And just as I had found that morning, new visitors to the town find
plenty to do, Perkins says: “There’s more people canoeing and
kayaking these days.”
The old guesthouse where I had once stashed my belongings still
stood, but this time I opted for slightly more upscale digs, of which
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Meng, my guide said. “I just found it the other
day. I don’t think anyone else has been here.”
We were deep in the dark heart of a cavern,
tracing the path of a thousand monsoon-season
floods. Stalactites hung in profusion, reaching
almost to their stony counterparts jutting up
from the floor. In a spot like Phuket, this cave
would be overrun with tourists, their many
hands wearing smooth the rock formations.
Here, we were alone.
The light from my helmet was too feeble to see
much farther and we were nearing the end of our
trip, so Meng waived a hand and we spelunked
our way back to the entrance. When we emerged,
the sunlight was almost blinding, the sky an
electric blue, and the backdrop of limestone
karsts jutting up from dense jungle and the
winding curves of the Nam Song River both
impossibly vivid and unreal.
This was Vang Vieng, Laos, but not the one
that many people—myself included—once knew.
Years before, between university and real life, I
had embarked on an abridged version of that
quintessential rite of passage: backpacking
through Southeast Asia. The Vang Vieng I saw at
the time wasn’t much to write home about. With
racks of neon-colored T-shirts, restaurants
hawking insipid pan-Euroasian cuisine (we sell
aussie burgers, pizza and pad thai!) and hordes of
inebriated teenagers, this dusty town of 51,000
could have been any one of a dozen locations in
different countries. I left quickly, with no
intention to return.
And like many other obligatory stops along
the banana-pancake trail, it was known for all
the wrong reasons, having made headlines
primarily for drugs, debauchery and, in extreme
cases, actual fatalities.
Are the sordid, headline-making details true?
Frequently, but they don’t always represent the
current reality of these places. In the last few
years, much of the backpacker circuit has grown
up and shaped up—whether it’s due to
government intervention or simply the march of
development in a region hosting ever more, and
ever more discerning tourists. After a bumpy
adolescence, spots once known only for their
buckets of booze are taking advantage of their
natural beauty, and catering to a more
sophisticated clientele. In the process, the new
wave of hoteliers, restaurateurs and
entrepreneurs is taking better care of their local
communities, environments and, yes, the
tourists who frequent them. Some of Southeast
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Full-moon parties
no longer dominate
Koh Phangan.
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Vang Vieng’s
savage garden.

there are now several. The newest is Riverside
Boutique Resort, an intimate 34-room oasis with
an unimpeachable view. The interior echoes the
traditional aesthetics of eight of the country’s
ethnic groups. Wherever possible, the resort uses
and sells local, sustainable, handmade products,
from silks to soaps. Proceeds to go help local
artisans here and in Vientiane.
“People thought it was crazy at first to build
this kind of place in Vang Vieng,” says
Emmanual Prasodjo, the general manager at
Riverside. Yet the resort was fully booked during
my stay, mostly with families and NGO workers.
A few doors down, also along the Nam Song, is
the equally inviting Silver Naga. With a solarpowered hot water system, an organic farm
growing vegetables and sticky rice, and
customized furniture, basketware and fabrics
created by local artisans, this place sports some
serious eco-cred. While the resort will arrange
all sorts of excursions, from hot-air balloon rides
to mountain-biking trips, you might be tempted
to do little more than lounge in their infinity
pool overlooking the river, cocktail—or, sure,
everyone’s throwback favorite, Beer Laos—
in hand.

DANIEL HALFMANN / DRE AMSTIME.COM

U

nlike Vang Vieng’s swift and rather
violent transition, Thailand’s Koh
Phangan quietly has been enjoying
a subtler sort of transformation for
years. If anything, all the SamsungRed Bull-fueled pandemonium of the Full Moon
has saved the rest of the island from
overdevelopment. True, the island welcomes
between 20,000 and 40,000 each month for the
lunar festivities, but most flock to a small stretch
from Thong Sala pier to Haad Rin, leaving the
rest surprisingly untouched.
“The Full Moon and the parties are such a
small part of what there is to discover here,”
Patrick Both, general manager of Anantara
Rasananda tells me over mango smoothies. “I
mean, Phangan got famous for it, but it doesn’t
do the island justice. Here you still have small
local fishing villages with hardly any tourists.
You just don’t have that in many areas of
Thailand anymore.”
How right he is. A far cry from sister island
Samui, Phangan still offers beaches without a
soul in sight. Veer ever so slightly away from the
beaten path towards hidden spots like Ao
Chaloklum, also known as Malibu Beach, and
the asphalt fades to dirt paths leading to sandy
shores framed by swaying coconut trees. There’s
a whole aquarium’s worth of fish for snorkelers
to see at nearby Koh Ma, not to mention
mountain biking for the brave and, for those

willing to venture a bit further afield, the reefs of Angthong National
Marine Park.
If you’re seeking seclusion with more creature comforts than your
standard bungalow, head to Thong Nai Pan Yai and Noi, two sheltered
coves on a long, golden bay. The view is achingly lovely. Stroll over to
the red umbrellas at the Anantara Rasananda for non-stop beach
access. The resort’s central courtyard, restaurant and infinity pool all
merge into the sand. Virtually none of the guests wears shoes.
Anantara may be chilled out, but it’s plenty luxe. The resort’s 64
pool suites and villas, pleasantly cocooned in tropical foliage, sport
Apple TVs, Lavazza machines and a full menu of impossibly fluffy
pillows. The spa, with its flower baths and Ayurvedic oils, manages a
similar balance of refined and rustic. The stepping-stone path to
treatment rooms twists through the lushest of gardens on a small
hillside. All this greenery isn’t merely for show. So careful is the
resort about recycling waste and conserving water that it last year
received the Green Globe Certification Highest Achievement Award.
Speaking of green, Santhiya Koh Phangan Resort & Spa, which
overlooks the same bay, also harbors eco-friendly ambitions. The
resort’s beachfront is relatively small, but what it lacks in sand-space
it more than makes up for in aesthetics. The resort, composed of villas
wound through the lush hillside, centers around a massive, multitiered swimming pool complete with a waterfall and flowering island.
Ornate teak carvings by local artisans adorn the property, which is at
it’s best with a view of the clear waters melting into the horizon come
the end of the day.
“We were one of the first ones here to change the mindset of the
people,” general manager, Panja Nakapong, says. Seven years ago
when the resort was built, there was nothing of its kind anywhere on
the island. “I think people now know more, and are trying do
something other than just the Full Moon.”
It’s worth noting that, as I sat on Santhiya’s breakfast terrace
looking out at that magnificent view and sipping a cappuccino, it was
the day after a full moon. Sequestered away in my pool villa, I hadn’t
heard a sound above the crashing of the waves. There wasn’t the
slightest hint of the bacchanalia going on across the island. A few
guests at the resorts may have attended—both Anantara and Santhiya
will arrange private speedboats to Haad Rin with bottles of
champagne, for those who wish to take the party upscale—but for
those who wanted peace, there was plenty of it.
I’d call that a minor miracle—and one that, unfortunately, can’t go
on much longer. After years of negotiations, the Thai government
announced that it would build new roads, power lines and an airport
on the island, heralding a surge of visitors in 2014. How its newfound
accessibility will alter the island remains to be seen, but residents are
hoping that the changes will be mindful. “Yes, everywhere will
develop,” Panja acknowledges. “But it must be in a friendly way. It’s
something we need to be aware of. I think people realize how Koh
Samui and Phuket grew without control and we try to educate people
so that it will not happen here.”

O

ne might look to Boracay, which also once was known
for its Full Moon festivities and everything that came
with them. These days, the Philippine island still
capitalizes on hedonism, but in a different way. Iconic
hippie haunts like Hey Jude—an unkempt bar into
which patrons wandered sunburnt and sandy for cheap booze and
good music—have begun closing in favor of newer, sleeker spots.
T R AV E L A N D L E I S U R E A S I A .C O M
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NEGOMBO
Sri Lanka
These once shabby sands are improving
their station in the world, with everswankier resorts moving in. Visit now for
the perfect balance of seaside charm and
understated yet stylish places to stay.
STAY: Jetwing Beach has a minimalist flair,
a luxe spa and an in-house naturalist.
jetwinghotels.com; doubles from US$155.

PHU QUOC
Vietnam
Six years ago, T+L declared this sundrenched isle poised to become the next
Phuket. We’re still waiting, but that’s for the
best. There’s a new international airport
and alternatives to the older bungalows.
STAY: La Veranda Resort is pure French
colonial comfort. laverandaresort.com;
doubles from US$190.

DALI
Yunnan Province, China
A Lonely Planet comment about certain
herbs growing wild turned this sleepy town
into backpacker central. Despite the initial
waves of tourists, hostels and tacky shops,
the area remains breathtaking—the
surrounding mountains reach 5,600 meters.
STAY: The Regent Hotel is the town’s
poshest offering to date. regenthotel.cn;
doubles from RMB880.
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A

s Vone from VLT Tours reminds me, before any of these
backpacker places made the news, their allure was of a
more natural sort. “I love Vang Vieng very much,” he says
softly. “When the first tourists came, they loved it for
simple reasons. The mountains and the river are so close.
It was beautiful and quiet.”
Piece by piece, Vang Vieng is getting back to that. It’s a surprising
sort of place, as I discovered one evening hunting for a place to dine. I
passed by all of the old guesthouse bars playing reruns of Friends and
wandered into a converted garage off the main drag. Though it didn’t
look like much from the outside, the interior had a charm hovering
between your favorite neighborhood bistro and a gracious host’s
convivial dinner party. There, with a few glasses of a very solid red, I
ate boeuf bourguignon and chatted with the owner, a French expat,
who detailed how he sourced each and every one of the ingredients for
his restaurant, Le Café de Paris. This was the real deal—no
compromises.
And night after night, his place is full, with locals, expats and
lucky tourists. The stories being swapped might have changed from a
few years ago, but there was still a sense of excitement in the air, and
of a genuine curiosity. As Perkins from Pan’s had told me earlier,
“There are backpackers, and then there are travelers.”
Some of the guests that evening had spent the day volunteering at
SEA Lao, a small establishment across the Nam Song where visitors
offer up their time basically doing whatever needs to be done,
everything from teaching English or chopping firewood. Another
couple had gone on a customized motorbike tour through the Lao
villages across the river. A family—friends of their guide—had invited
them in for lunch.
And so we talked and laughed and listened until late, feasting on
steak tartar, stuffed eggplant and, yes, crêpes avec bananes.
—with additional reporting by stephanie zubiri. ✚
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“For those who have grown up here or spent the last 20 years here,
it’s a difference of two worlds,” says Jude Lee, Hey Jude’s former
owner. “In essence it went from being a hidden backpackers’ gem in
the late 80’s to being a world-class tourist destination today,” Lee first
came to the island in 1991, in a time when the kind of flashy, Ibizaesque architecture that dominates the shorefront today would have
been inconceivable.
These days, the visitors flock to streamlined clubs such as EPIC
and The Tides. Unlike the laid-back, barefoot bars of yesteryear, these
are international-standard clubs that happen to be located near a
beach. Their clientele are more inclined to stay in the stylish suites of
Discovery Shores than a humble, thatched-roof nipa.
Not everyone is thrilled with the changes, of course, and more
than a few visitors to the island have expressed nostalgia for its
rougher, rowdier past. “As a person in the industry, I understand the
importance of maximizing space and design,” says Peter Pysk,
director of food and beverage at the Mandarin Oriental Manila who
backpacked to Boracay a decade ago, “although the sentimental side
in me wishes that there would be some owners who would like to keep
the native aspects of the island alive.”
Still, Boracay’s rebirth as an upscale destination has only further
fueled its popularity. The backpackers may have moved on, but the
other 1.2 million tourists who visited in the last year don’t seem to
mind. And the fact that two-thirds of those visitors are Filipino says
that the island’s development still has plenty of local appeal.
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MOVING ON UP: THREE PLACES
TO WATCH

At Discovery
Shores, Boracay.

+

T L Guide
Getting There
Thai, Lao Airlines and
Bangkok Airways fly daily to
Vientiane. From the Lao
capital, minivans run regularly
to Vang Vieng and taxis are
available to make the threeto four-hour drive.

KOH PHANGAN, THAILAND

PHILIPP ENGELHORN
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VANG VIENG, LAOS

DO
Green Discovery Laos 115
Kangmoung St.; 856-23/511230; greendiscoverylaos.com.
VLT Natural Tours Nam Song
riverside; 856-20/552-0823;
vangviengtour.com.
Balloons Over Vang Vieng
Hot-air balloon trips over
limestone karsts. 856-20/96918111; balloon rides US$80 for
adults.

STAY
Silver Naga Hotel Nam Song
riverside; 856-20/5560-2830;
silvernaga.com; doubles from
US$50.
Riverside Boutique Resort
Nam Song riverside; 85623/511-7268; riversidevang
vieng.com; doubles from US$119.

Getting There
Bangkok Airways flies to
the nearby Koh Samui
Airport. Major resorts on Koh
Phangan offer direct
speedboat transfers from the
airport.

EAT+DRINK
Le Café de Paris Rue de L
Hospital; 856-20/5465-0451;
dinner for two LAK200,000.
Elephant Crossing The hotel’s
restaurant offers riverside
dining with traditional Lao
cuisine and the hotel’s own
organic sticky rice. Nam Song
riverside; 856-23/511-232;
theelephantcrossinghotel.com;
dinner for two LAK150,000.

STAY
Anantara Rasananda Koh
Phangan Villa Resort & Spa
5/5 Moo 5, Thong Nai Pan, Noi
Beach, Baan Tai; 66-77/239555; phangan-rasananda.
anantara.com; doubles from
Bt7,925.
Santhiya Koh Phangan
Resort & Spa 22/7 Moo 5,
Baan Tai; 66-77/428-999;
santhiya.com; doubles from
Bt10,000.
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EAT+DRINK
Phangan Homemade Ice
Cream As the name promises,
this family-run establishment
serves chilly desserts in flavors
ranging from durian to pumpkin,
in addition to savories such as
their tasty yum tua ploo. 66-7/723-8681; lunch for two Bt800.
Fisherman’s Restaurant &
Bar Skip tourist-tailored
staples like pad thai and go
straight for the super-fresh,
locally caught barracuda, crab
and other seafood. Baan Tai
Pier, 62/1 Moo 1 Baan Tai;
66-84/454-7240; dinner for two
Bt1,200.

BORACAY, PHILIPPINES

DO
Kiteboarding Asia This
internationally certified
kiteboarding school has
equipment for the pros and
lessons for the beginners.
66-80/600-0573;
kiteboardingasia.com.
Safari Boat Offers snorkeling,
boat and diving trips to Koh Ma,
Haad Khom, Anthong National
Park and more. 66-77/238-232;
safariboat.info.

EAT+DRINK
Dos Mestizos Excellent paella
and authentic Spanish classics.
Remedios St.; 63-36/288-5786;
dosmestizos.com; dinner for two
P1,500.
Real Coffee and Tea Muffins
perfumed with local calamansi
lime. Station 1 near Willy’s Beach
Resort; 63-36/288-5340;
breakfast for two P500.

Getting There
Cebu Pacific and Philippine
Airlines both fly from Manila
to Boracay.

STAY
Discovery Shores Boracay
Station 1, Balabag; 63-36/2884500; discoveryshoresboracay.
com; doubles from P19,962.
The District Boracay Station 2
Barangay Balabag; 63-2/2349058; thedistrictboracay.com;
doubles from P11,700.

DO
Philippine Mermaid
Swimming Academy Shimmy
into your Ariel-style tail and
learn to swim or pose for pics.
63-917/324-3947; philippinemer
maidswimmingacademy.com.
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